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Drugs vs. Nutrients Battle
Our body's Nature to heal itself is common sense.
People think of nutrients like they are drugs.

can police nutrients and make money.
People get confused by variety of authority figures.

9:11 40 years sharing alternative medicine
Joe Dun Sloan books were foundational
D-Cell inspired RNA Drops

11:00 RNA Drops
Perfect Cells and New Double Helix Strands of DNA
90% of the cells in our body are bacteria.
Bacteria does have an RNA/DNA chain in it.
Do you think that RNA Drops enhance bacteria in our bodies?

Fermented product - will enhance flora in intestines since it is

15:19 Susan Weed - dirt bacteria - doesn't wash her veggies any more
16:35 Discussion about new cells

Perfect cells that get the wrong message through  Chromosome
14. Puts non-physical in charge. Stop labyrinth of the mind.
Non-Physical allows you to go to your perfect blueprint.

18:24
All you need for basic wellness building.
System simplifies nutrition as much as possible.
Live in the joy we created ourselves for.

21:44 The Drops were made from barley to show that an amazing
thing can be made from something simple.

22:29 Salt and Light - If you stick with salt and light, you'll never be
stuck in any position and motor on eternally.

23:42

Can't sleep with the Drops - 3 1/2 days  awake with little sleep.
Pain eased up.
Started with 8-9 Drops per day.
You started too high. Bottle says you start with 1-2 drops per 
day.
Perhaps you pushed it too fast.
RNA Drops work on so many levels. You might have to change
your rules about time. Healing your mind; getting rid of your
rules.

medications.

32:40

Magnesium Advocacy Group on Facebook

Allopathic/pharmaceutical world want us to believe that so they

Dr. Carolyn Dean's web series at http://drcarolyndean.com

Good question. Will ask iON.

probiotic.
RNA Drops themselves reinforce good bacteria? Will ask iON.

Completement Product Discussion

Will RNA Drops help with neuropathy?
Peripheral neuropathy after back surgery.

Recommends ReAline if you have chronic ill health or on 

Always suggested magnesium for people with neuropathy.
Dr. Carolyn did a blog about Lynn Foutch.



Drugs vs. Nutrients
Nutritional IV on TV with magnesium, vitamins, etc.
Cost $225 a treatment or more (by a doctor)

and they don't cost $225 a time.
When Lynn did the IV push, it was every day. 
30 cc injection every day.
I discharged IV pushes when I found your products to be
profound.
Doctors have to prescribe an IV.
You got yours because your husband is a doctor and you are an
EMT.
Probably the way doctors will control nutrition.

37:07 Abscess Tooth
Did she put it on the tooth directly? Yes.
The abscess went away in two days.

40:47
When we split between animal and vegetable polls.
Just relaxing and allowing.

41:52 Dr. Carolyn's Blog - Her Newsletter

Aligning Perfect Cells 

Florida seminar in October, Safety Harbor
Blogs being translated into French.

45:18

45:47 Bodies needed rest and sleep.
2-3 drops
People do experience tiredness. Body wants to rest and
build up your cells.
If you define this as good or bad or indifferent, your mind is in 
the way.
It's an indication that something is shifting. That's a good thing.
If you are just starting with RNA Drops, 1 drop twice a day
for a week.
Then, add one drop, according to how you feel.

49:00 Any change is a good effect.
Bodies are perfectly smart and capable of balancing.

Stay in touch and let us know how long the fatigue lasts.
50:14 Alignment

Went back to some yoga poses, grounding stances, and spine
alignment exercises.
All changes are part of our transformation.
Perhaps the fellow who can't sleep is connecting into the

Completement Products and RNA Drops are more effective,

Plantar's fasciitis went away in 5 days.
In utero development

Front page of her website, http://drcarolyndean.com

Posture alignment - egoscue exercises and tools
YouTubes by Amy Cuddy

Egoscue Session by Boyd
Great first session with egoscue.

Every time something changes, say, "Yay!".



new environment.
Can get worse before symptom gets better with holistic
healing reaction.
That's why we recommend you go slow.
Face your fear.

53:27 Skin and hair smooth and soft.
Libido increase - sex 5-6 times a week.
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